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REPORT OF

Service Manager Land Use Planning

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to provide a periodic status update on the Strategic
Projects, Planning Proposals, and Voluntary Planning Agreements currently being
managed by the Strategic Land Use Planning Team.
Rec ommendation

RECOMMENDATION
That this report on the status of Strategic Land Use Planning Strategic Projects,
Planning Proposals, and Voluntary Planning Agreements is received and noted.
BACKGROUND
1. On 26 September 2016, the Strategic Land Use Planning Team presented
comprehensive status updates on Strategic Projects, Planning Proposals and
Voluntary Planning Agreements (VPAs).
2. In relation to these three updates, Council resolved as follows:With regards to Strategic Projects (Resolution 236):(a) That the report on the status of all current land use planning strategic
projects is received and noted.
(b) That a periodic report on the status of land use planning strategic projects
is reported to Council in April, August and November each year.
(c) Further, that Council staff be thanked for their work in relation to this area.
With regards to Planning Proposals (Resolution 239):(a) That the report on the status of current Planning Proposals be received
and noted, and that periodic reports on the status of Planning Proposals
be provided in April, August & November each year.
(b) That a report on the outcome of the business improvement project be
reported to Council in the first quarter of 2017.
(c) Further, that staff be thanked for their work on the full range of projects.
With regards to Voluntary Planning Agreements (Resolution 237):That the report on the status of Voluntary Planning Agreements be received
and noted, and that periodic reports on the status of Voluntary Planning
Agreements be provided in April, August & November each year.
3. In accordance with the above resolutions, this report provides a periodic status
update on the Strategic Land Use Planning Team’s work program of Strategic
Projects, Planning Proposals and Voluntary Planning Agreements.
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Strategic Projects
4. As part of the maintenance of the Council’s land use planning framework, the
Strategic Land Use Planning Team has the responsibility of informing decisionmaking on formulation of and amendments to Council’s planning policies and
strategies.
5. The most significant of these policies are Council’s Local Environmental Plan
(LEP) (Parramatta LEP 2011), Development Control Plan (DCP) (Parramatta
DCP 2011) and Contributions Policies (Parramatta City Centre Section 94A
Development Contributions Plan and Parramatta Section 94A Development
Contributions Plan). These major policies are supported by associated policies
(for example, the Voluntary Planning Agreements Policy).
6. The Strategic Land Use Planning Team also undertakes policy review projects on
a precinct basis (i.e. Camellia, Telopea, Westmead, etc.) and a thematic basis
(i.e. Heritage, Planning Administration, etc.). Where appropriate, the Strategic
Land Use Planning Team also plays a role in major Council-wide organisational
issues (i.e. dealing with planning issues arising from Council amalgamations).
7. In accordance with the aforementioned priorities, current strategic planning
projects have been broken up into five categories for reporting as follows:
Policy review projects - CBD Planning Proposal
Policy review project - other projects
Precinct-based projects
Projects arising from Council Amalgamations (“Fit for the Future” projects)
Heritage and Planning Administration projects
8. Attachments 1 to 5 provide detailed status updates on all projects across these
five categories. The following sections contain a summary of the more significant
projects.
Policy Review - CBD Planning Proposal
9. The CBD Planning Proposal was prepared in response to the NSW
Government's direction to grow Parramatta as Sydney’s second CBD. On 11
April 2016, Council endorsed draft amendments to the planning controls for the
Parramatta CBD and the CBD Planning Proposal was sent to Department of
Planning and Environment (DPE) on 21 April 2016 for the purpose of seeking a
Gateway Determination to enable public exhibition. Advice received from the
DPE is that the City of Parramatta’s application for Gateway will be formally
assessed when the Strategic Transport Study (STS) is submitted by Council.
10. Since the last status update in September 2016, the draft STS has been received
from the consultants and is being reviewed by Council officers, Transport for
NSW (TfNSW) and Roads and Maritime Services (RMS). Following receipt of
comments, the STS will be finalised by the consultant, reported to Council and
then sent to DPE. The DPE will then be able to determine Council's Gateway
application.
11. In addition to the STS, TfNSW and RMS require Council to prepare an Integrated
Transport Plan (ITP), which will be informed by the detailed mesoscopic traffic
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modelling which is also underway in partnership with the RMS and TfNSW. Since
the last status update, comments from TfNSW and RMS on the brief to engage a
consultant to prepare the ITP have been received. Council officers are currently
following relevant procurement processes to allow a consultant to be engaged. It
is expected that the consultant will commence work on the ITP late in 2016 or
early 2017. TfNSW have previously advised that finalisation of the ITP can occur
after the public exhibition of the Planning Proposal for the Parramatta CBD. It
does not have to be finalised for a Gateway Determination for CBD Planning
Proposal to be issued.
12. Since the last status update, the peer review and preparation of a discussion
paper regarding infrastructure funding mechanisms for the CBD has commenced.
The draft CBD Planning Proposal includes planning controls to capture some of
the financial uplift from increasing development potential of sites. The funding
mechanism to capture some of this value is the subject of a review. Initial drafts
of the consultant’s work have been submitted to Council staff and the outcomes
of this work will be reported to Council together with the CBD Infrastructure
Delivery Plan and Works Schedule. The estimated date for this report to Council
is the first quarter of 2017.
Policy Review – Other Projects
13. Since the last update the more significant Policy reviews that have been
progressed include:DCP Housekeeping Amendments process has commenced to resolve more
minor policy issues that have been identified when the DCP has been applied
during the development application process. This process also includes
updates to sections of the DCP that refer to superseded policies and
correction of minor anomalies identified in the DCP. This matter has been
reported to Council in November 2016 and will be placed on exhibition in the
first quarter of 2017.
Council has been negotiating with DPE seeking an exemption to the State
Government Policy framework that permits Boarding Houses in low density
zoned areas in the City of Parramatta LGA. As part of the negotiations the
DPE asked Council to undertake an assessment of the impact of the
proposed changes Council is seeking to have implemented on the delivery of
Boarding Houses in the City of Parramatta. Council considered the feasibility
analysis undertaken and resolved to continue to seek an exemption to the
State Government policy for Boarding Houses. However, as a result of the
feasibility assessment Council has altered its position and so will no longer be
seeking to limit the size of Boarding Houses on sites greater than 600m2.
Instead it will focus on seeking agreement from the DPE to introduce controls
that limit the size of Boarding Houses on smaller sites (i.e. those with an area
less than 600m2) and to limit the location of Boarding Houses so they are in
locations with good access to public transport.
Since the last update a series of policy reviews were announced by the State
Government which the Land Use Planning Team has been, or currently is
assessing:o A submission on new Medium Density Guidelines that the State
Government has released to guide development of dual occupancy
and some medium density (i.e. terrace style townhouses) development.
A report on the Guidelines has been prepared and will be considered
as part of the same Business Paper that contains this report. As well as
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the guideline the policy change would also see these types of
development being approved as “Complying Development” if they
comply with the Medium Density Guidelines. The biggest impact of this
is that adjoining residents would not be able to comment on these
developments approved under the Complying Development process as
this process does not allow for stakeholder consultation. Council will
determine whether it will put forward a submission on both these
Guidelines and the changes to the complying development system on
behalf of the CoP.
o The State Government released a Draft Ministerial Direction, revised
Practice Note and Draft Planning Circular on how Councils should
utilise and negotiate Planning Agreements. These policy documents
have been released for public comment and Council officers have
undertaken an assessment of the impact of these potential new
documents which is provided in a report that has been prepared and
will be considered as part of the same Business Paper that contains
this report. The Council will be asked to determine whether a
submission should be made to the State Government on this issue on
behalf of the CoP.
o The State Government recently released District Plans which are on
exhibition and Council officers will prepare an assessment of this Plan
for Council to determine whether it wishes to make a submission.
o Since the last update the State Government announced a new
planning framework that will evolve for the Greater Parramatta and
Olympic Peninsula (GPOP). It is expected that new policies and plans
that apply to this precinct will also be released in the near future.
14. More information on the abovementioned policy reviews and details of other
policy reviews underway are provided in Attachment 2.
Precinct-based Projects
15. The table below provides a very brief summary of the status of redevelopment of
the more significant precincts Council is currently progressing. Some of the
precincts are being dealt with in partnership with Government Agencies such as
DPE whilst others are being pursued by Council
Precinct

Status

Westmead

Council is working in partnership with the Department of Health and
other partners in the Westmead Alliance on this precinct. Currently
awaiting confirmation from DPE that the Westmead Precinct will be
designated a Priority Precinct.

Camellia

Council is working in partnership with DPE and TfNSW to finalise a
new planning Framework for Camellia. It is expected to be released
in the first half of 2017. However, details of some of the
infrastructure requirements may be released as part of the GPOP
policy framework expected to be released shortly.

Telopea

Council has worked with the Land and Housing Corporation (a part
of the Housing NSW) to finalise a Structure Plan which will inform
new planning controls which are expected to be implemented in
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2017.
Melrose
Park
Structure
Plan

The draft Structure Plan for the northern portion of the Melrose Park
precinct has been on public exhibition. The results of the public
exhibition are included in a report included in the same Business
Paper as this report.
The Draft Structure Plan for the southern portion is being
progressed with Council officers seeking to facilitate some
involvement from all landowners in the preparation process.

North
Urban Growth has submitted a draft Development Control Plan
Parramatta (DCP) for Council consideration. It is currently being assessed and
Precinct
feedback sought from key stakeholders such as the RMS and Office
of Environment and Heritage. It is expected that Council will be
asked to endorse a Draft DCP for public exhibition in February
2017.
Parramatta The Strategy was released on 9 November 2016. The Strategy
Road
essentially gives Council two implementation options. The first is to
Strategy
pursue a comprehensive Planning Proposal to implement the
Strategy and the alternate is to allow landowners to lodge their own
site specific planning proposals which would be assessed to
determine if they comply with the Strategy before they could
commence. Council officers are reviewing the matter and early in
2017 will provide to Council advice on which of these options should
be pursued.
Epping
Town
Centre

Commencement of a Review of the Epping Town Centre Planning
Controls with a preliminary review of traffic and transport, heritage
and social infrastructure being prepared to inform a discussion
paper which will be the basis for further consultation with the
community on any changes to the Planning controls for Epping.

Sydney
Olympic
Park

Council endorsed the lodgement of a submission on the draft
Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan in November 2016.

16. Further detail on the above projects and information on less significant precincts
are provided in Attachment 3.

Fit for the Future Projects
17. The key projects pursued since the last update to progress the harmonisation of
all the Planning Controls that now apply in the City of Parramatta are:
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Splitting of the Hills LEP so that the controls that apply to land in CoP sit in a
different plan to those that apply to the new Hill area (process commenced).
Implementation of a new Contribution Plan Framework for the portion of the
CoP that used to be located in the Hills. A new Section 94A plan is currently
on exhibition following endorsement of the Draft Plan by Council for
exhibition in early November 2016.
Council has been scoping the process that will need to be followed to
harmonise all the planning controls and the first key step pursued in the last
two months was to identify the resources needed to complete the work and
to commence securing these resources.
For further details on the processes that will need to be followed to harmonise all
the planning policies please refer to Attachment 4.
Heritage Projects and Planning Administration Projects
18. As well as administering the Heritage Committee and the Heritage Grants
program, the following heritage projects were progressed since the last update:
A consultation exercise on the potential future planning controls that might
apply to the South Parramatta Heritage Conservation Area has been
completed.
A Draft Aboriginal Heritage review and associated review of the DCP
Controls that guide how the assessment of Aboriginal heritage issues are
undertaken in the City of Parramatta was endorsed for the purpose of
stakeholder consultation.
The result of both these consultation processes will be reported to Council in the
first quarter of 2017.
19. These issues and other aspects of the heritage work program are discussed in
more detail at Attachment 5 of this report.
20. Attachment 5 also provides detail on the work needed to maintain Council’s
developer contribution framework and customer service systems under the
heading Planning System Administration.
Planning Proposals
21. As noted in the last status update, the number of planning proposals being
lodged with Council has increased dramatically since 2010. This reflects
increasing investment interest within the City of Parramatta LGA primarily
considered to be a result of preparation and adoption of the CBD Planning
Strategy in 2016, as well as high demand for residential development within the
CBD and surrounding suburbs.
22. Attachment 6 provides a detailed status update on each of the Planning
Proposals currently being managed by Council. As per the colour coding in the
attachment, Planning Proposals fall into three primary categories:
Under preliminary assessment, and not yet reported to Council (yellow)
Reported to Council and/or received Gateway Determination and/or placed
on public exhibition (orange)
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Reported back to Council post-exhibition and awaiting gazettal (green).
23. Four new Planning Proposals have been lodged since the last status update.
These additions bring the total number of ‘live’ Planning Proposals currently
being managed by Council to fifty-six (56). Since the last status update 3 have
been reported to IHAP & Council. Three Planning Proposals have progressed to
the finalisation stage (with the DPE).
24. Council has received five Gateway Determinations, relating to sites in the
Parramatta CBD, from the State Government where the gateway determination
includes changes to the planning controls that are inconsistent with Council’s
previously resolved position (on these Planning Proposals) and inconsistent with
Council’s CBD Planning Proposal. Council engaged an independent planner to
undertake a review of these matters to determine whether Council should seek to
lodge a Gateway Review to ask DPE to reconsider the conditions they have
imposed in the Gateway Determinations issued. The independent assessment
also provided advice on whether Council should support Gateway Reviews that
four of the landowners had lodged with the DPE. Council ultimately endorsed the
independent assessments recommendation that Council not lodge any review
requests and that it support only one of the reviews submitted by the applicant for
the site at 122 Wigram Street, Parramatta. Details on all five Planning Proposals
are provided in Attachment 6 and the previous Council report considered on 14
November 2016.
The uncertainty created by these Gateway Determinations has meant that a
number of Planning Proposals currently being considered that are consistent with
Council’s CBD Planning Framework but are not consistent with the policy
framework the DPE signalled when it issued the Gateway Determinations, have
been put on hold awaiting the outcome of the applicant’s Gateway Review
requests.
Voluntary Planning Agreements
26. As noted in the last status update, the number of VPAs has grown significantly
over the past five years (from just three in 2012 to 45 at the time of last status
update).
27. Attachment 7 provides a detailed status update on each of the VPAs currently
being managed by Council. As per the colour coding in the attachment, VPAs fall
into three primary categories:
Yet to be reported to Council with a recommendation (orange)
Accepted in principle/subject to exhibition or finalisation of legal drafting
(yellow)
Executed VPAs requiring ongoing management/monitoring (green).
28. As can be seen in the attached table, no new VPAs have arisen since the last
status update, however several have changed categorisation following
consideration by Council and/or exhibition. It is also noted that a number of VPAs
have effectively been held in abeyance as the applicant has not wished to
proceed with negotiations until a greater level of certainty is provided regarding:the density of development able to be achieved through the related site
specific planning proposal; and
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Council’s Value Sharing and Voluntary Planning Agreement policy
frameworks.
Emerging Issues
29. This report and Attachments 1-7 provide details on the projects that Council is
currently managing. However, it must be noted that the Strategic Land Use
Planning Team is also responsive to emerging issues. The release of any new
policy or guidelines by the State and Federal Governments that potentially impact
on Council’s policy framework will continue to be reviewed as they are issued.
30. The following sections address major emerging issues of which the Strategic
Land Use Planning Team are currently aware, and which may impact on the work
program between now and the next periodic status update.
District Plans
31. The release of the District Plans by the Greater Sydney Commission have the
potential to impact on the entire work plan as this Plan will, once adopted, set a
broader policy framework for the region that Council will need to seek to
implement via its planning controls. As discussed previously in this report,
Council will be asked to determine whether a submission should be made on any
aspect of this Draft Plan once a review is completed.
Parramatta Light Rail and Greater Parramatta to Olympic Peninsula (GPOP)
Corridor Planning
32. Whilst neither of these projects is the direct responsibility of Council both the light
rail and policy framework that evolves from GPOP (which is closely aligned to the
light rail corridor) will have a significant impact on Council’s Policy framework. As
more information is released the likelihood that it will require changes to Council’s
LEP and DCP increases.
Sydney Metro West
33. The announcement of a future Sydney Metro West link from Parramatta to the
Sydney CBD is supported but there has been insufficient information provided to
date about stops and other arrangements to understand exactly how the proposal
will impact on Council’s land use planning framework.
Conclusion
34. The most significant issue arising since the last update is the release by the State
Government and Greater Sydney Commission of a series of land use strategies
and policies. All of these will shape Council’s land use policy framework in some
way or another. At a practical level it also adds a significant level of further
complexity to almost all Council’s planning policy development work but in
particular to Planning Proposals, where there are now additional potentially
contradictory policy positions or inconsistencies in approach that now are added
to the assessment process.

35. Due to the ongoing impacts of Council amalgamations and high levels of private
development interest across the City of Parramatta, it is expected that the
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workload for the Strategic Land Use Planning Team will remain at a similar or
higher level than is currently experienced for at least the next two to three years.
36. It is recommended that periodic status updates continue to be provided three
times per year, with the next update to be provided in April 2017.
Robert Cologna
Manager Land Use Planning
Sue Weatherley
Director Strategic Outcomes and Development
Sue Coleman
Director City Services
ATTACHMENTS:
1 Status Report - CBD Planning Proposals
2 Status Report - Policy Reviews
3 Status Report - Precinct Studies
4 Status Report - Fit for the Future Projects
5 Status Report - Heritage & Planning System Admin
6 Status Report - Planning Proposals
7 Status Report - Voluntary Planning Agreement
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